Don’t want to create? DONATE
FOA Advertising Campaign
Process Book
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Client Objectives

Research
Since I had little knowledge about organizations like the Foundation of
Arts, the first part of my research included reading many articles about
non-profits. Some of them were about how to fund-raise for a non-profit
and included some tips and tricks for that. I think these really helped me
get useful background information before the start of this project.
The next step was to research the FOA’s website to learn more about
what they stand for and what is important to them. I went through each
page on their website and read through everything thoroughly in order
to fully understand all aspects of the FOA. I also got the opportunity
to talk on the phone with someone who works for the organization,
and I think this part of the process really helped me get more specific
information like, involvement with churches and senior citizens, traveling
shows, cost of performances, donor benefits, and exhibitions.

The client, Foundation of Arts (FOA) Jonesboro, requested an effective,
cohesive advertising campaign that focused on acquiring donations from
existing and new donors. This included three posters and nine social media
ads. I included merchandise featuring design elements and the headline of
my campaign.
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In the next part of my research, I worked through what gets the
attention, what engages interest, what causes a desire, and what action
I want the consumer to take, otherwise known as A.I.D.A. Then I went
through features and benefits of the specific product/service of the FOA.
After that, I moved on to the strategies and tactics, for which I planned
to convince people to donate to the FOA.
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Ideation
I began by
brainstorming
as many
headlines
as I could,
focusing
on words
like family,
creative,
support,
funding, and
expression.
Pictured here
are the fortysix I came up
with.
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The next step was to choose
twenty-four headlines and
sketch out what the poster
ads might look like. Pictured
here are those rough
sketches. From these, I chose
four to pursue further.
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Comping
This meant hopping onto the computer and finding photos and fonts
that portrayed the right feel for my ideas. Each one had a distinct style,
but they all contained the tagline Supporting the arts in Northeast
Arkansas and the site that takes donations. These acted as my “first
draft”. I moved forward with the headline, Don’t want to get messy?
DONATE because it was unique and relatable.

The FOA has multiple aspects, not just fine art. They also specialize in music,
theatre, and dance. I used dance and orchestra for the other two ads. My new
headlines were, Don’t want to dance? DONATE and Don’t want to play?
DONATE. I formulated new ads with those headlines and used the same
colors and typefaces for all.

Supporting the arts in Northeast Arkansas
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fund
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Supporting the arts in Northeast Arkansas

Donate today at www.foajonesboro.com
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Supporting the arts in Northeast Arkansas
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Revisions
After reviewing the second draft of ads, the two new headlines didn’t seem
to fit very well with the original because the part after “don’t want to” was
only one word, so I changed the music one to Don’t want to skip a beat?
DONATE and switched the ballet focus to theatre with the headline Don’t
want to be dramatic? DONATE.
The designs remained more or less the same throughout my process, but I
added a ribbon that contained the FOA logo as well as icons for their social
media and the phrase “Supporting the arts in Northeast Arkansas”. Originally,
it was a solid red and went across the entire page of each ad, but that
seemed too distracting. The final ads ended up having a ribbon that started
out as red and then faded into the background image.

Don’t want to

play?

DONATE
www.foajonesboro.com

Supporting the arts in Northeast Arkansas

Don’t want to

dance?
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www.foajonesboro.com

Supporting the arts in Northeast Arkansas
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Final Art
My Big Idea for this campaign, Don’t want to create? DONATE is to appeal to
donors who normally would not take part in artistic endeavors. I had an idea for
the headline “Let’s Get Messy!”, but the more I thought about it, the more I realized
that most donors don’t actually get messy. Instead, they provide the mess. I have
extended this idea through three different print ads that cover art classes, music,
and theatre. The campaign could stretch into all aspects of the FOA, from ballet to
children’s art programs. The headlines provide enough information to the target
audience and communicate the desired action. This campaign appeals to all
people who appreciate the arts but either do not believe they possess the talent
or do not have the time anymore to create it. In summary, my big idea targets the
correct audience the FOA wants to reach. It appeals to all ages who care about
the arts and the impact it makes on the community.
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Additional Content

Music?

Where? foajonesboro.org/giving/
make-a-donation/
#FOAJonesboro
#MoneyForMusicians

45 likes
5 Days Ago

Add a comment...

After finishing my print ads, I could focus on the nine social media ads. I began this
process by looking through the FOA’s website for any special promotions, classes, or
programs that I could highlight. There were many to choose from, but I ended up
emphasizing their Dance Again Closet (DAC), F.A.M.E. (Fine Arts and Me), and Funky
Trunks programs. I also discovered real life testimonials from FOA donors, so I included a
post that contained one of the many positive quotes. All other social media posts were
focused on general outreach and community involvement. Every post was put into a
mockup of their Instagram profile to show that they, too, were cohesive not only with
each other but also with the print ads. I tied these posts together by using the same
colors and typefaces as the posters so every aspect of the campaign was cohesive.

foa_jonesboro • Follow

The Time
is

NOW

Post

•••

foa_jonesboro The time is NOW!
Online summer registration is now
open. We offer classes in theatre,
dance, and visual arts. We have
classes for children of all ages! Visit
foajonesboro.org/registration/ to
register today!
#TheTimeIsNow #FOAJonesboro
#SummerRegistration

Summer registration
is now open!
45 likes
5 Days Ago

Add a comment...

foa_jonesboro • Follow

Love
Music?

foa_jonesboro Love music, but
can’t create it? We get it, not
everyone was born with the natural
talent. That’s okay! You can help
musicians reach their full potential
with the FOA. How? #DONATE
Where? foajonesboro.org/giving/
make-a-donation/
#FOAJonesboro
#MoneyForMusicians

45 likes

Add a comment...

“Just makes
me grin from
ear to ear!”
-Mitch Mahan

5 Days Ago
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foa_jonesboro • Follow

•••

Post

Post

•••

foa_jonesboro “I really wish I had
gotten myself and my kids involved
earlier. The FOA is life changing.,
installing a love for the arts that will
always be with you. It floors me
hear my 16 year-old suddenly start
singing a song she learned during
a show she was in- just makes
me grin from ear to ear. I can’t
say enough good things about the
FOA.” -- Mitch Mahan with the @
jonesbororadiogroup See this along
with many other quotes written
about the #impact of FOA on the
#community visit foajonesboro.org/
community-quotes/
#FOACommunityQuotes #Impact
#FOAJonesboro

45 likes
5 Days Ago

Add a comment...

Post
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Additional Content
foa_jonesboro • Follow

Dance
Again
Closet

•••

foa_jonesboro Here at the FOA, we
believe in #community! To us, this
means coming together and #giving.
We love to give to people who can’t
afford what they need! The Dance
Again Closet is a program where we
supply tights, leotards, and shoes
needed for dance classes here at
the FOA. For access to the #DAC
just ask the Arts Center receptionist.
#FOAOutreach #DAC

45 likes

45 likes
5 Days Ago

foa_jonesboro • Follow

Post

Add a comment...

foa_jonesboro • Follow

•••

foa_jonesboro One of our favorite
and most important #programs is
Fine Arts and Me! It is designed
to make the arts more accessible
to children with disabilities in area
schools. Through this program, we
hope to address the unique needs
of each student while sparking a lifelong love of art and equipping them
with the confidence to #explore and
#create. For more information visit
foajonesboro.org/outreach/fame/
#FAME #FOAJonesboro
#CommunityOutreach

5 Days Ago

Add a comment...

Post

•••

foa_jonesboro It’s time to GET
INVOLVED! We would love for you
(and all your friends) to #volunteer
with us. Check out our blog
foajonesboro.wordpress.com/ to see
just how much fun we have here at
the FOA. And once you experience
it for yourself, share your favorite
memory! foajonesboro.org/getinvolved/blog-here/
#SeeAMemoryShareAMemory
#FOAVolunteering #GetInvolved

#GetInvolved

45 likes
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Tr un k s

•••

foa_jonesboro TEACHERS! Do you
want to get your students moving
and allow their creative juices to
flow as they laugh and learn? Then
boy do we have something for you.
Introducing #FunkyTrunks They are
perfect for grades K-6 and provide
loads of quick, no-fuss lesson plans
as well as the necessary materials.
For more information and how to
rent them, visit foajonesboro.org/
funky-trunks/
#FT #LaughAndLearn
#FOAOutreach

5 Days Ago

Add a comment...

F.
A.M.E
Fine Arts and Me

F u n ky

foa_jonesboro • Follow

45 likes
5 Days Ago

Post

Add a comment...

Post
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Additional Content
foa_jonesboro • Follow

Let’s
Get
Messy!

foa_jonesboro Let’s #GetMessy!
We offer a variety of classes with
many opportunities for your children
to get messy at our home, instead
of yours. Register your child for
classes today at foajonesboro.org/
registration/ and let us clean up the
mess.
#GetMessy #FOAArtClasses
#FOAJonesboro
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Thank You

45 likes

45 likes
5 Days Ago

foa_jonesboro • Follow

Post

Add a comment...

foa_jonesboro • Follow

•••

foa_jonesboro Why should you
#donate to the FOA? We can give
you a million reasons, but here’s
one: 72% of business leaders say
they are looking for employees
who are #creative. Help the next
generation find jobs later in life.
And while you’re at it, don’t forget to
check out our #membership options.
To donate and for more information
visit foajonesboro.org/giving/makea-donation/
#MakeADifference #DonateToday
#BundlesForBallerinas
#AssetsForArtists
#SilverForTheStage
#MoneyForMusicians

#Create

45 likes

45 likes
5 Days Ago

Post

Post

•••

foa_jonesboro Were you a kid who
liked to #create? Help the children
of today get their creative juices
flowing at the FOA! You can help by
#donating or #volunteering. YOU
can make all the difference.
#Donate #Volunteer
#FOAJonesboro #Creativity

5 Days Ago

Add a comment...

•••

foa_jonesboro We would
like to take a moment to say
#ThankYou to all of our doners!
We want to especially recognize @
stbernardshealthcare for donating
upwards of $5,000! It’s organizations
like this that help keep us afloat.
Thank you for #MakingADifference
#ThankYou #DonateToday
#FOAJonesboro

5 Days Ago

Add a comment...

WHY?

foa_jonesboro • Follow

•••

Add a comment...

Post
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Additional Content
foa_jonesboro • Follow

•••

foa_jonesboro We would like
to start #MeetMonday with @
megandiannedacus She has been
involved with the FOA for the past
15 years and one of our #ballet
teachers for 7 years! In addition, she
has equally enjoyed working behind
the curtain with the production of the
annual Nutcracker Ballet, working
as a choreographer, set design
team, Stage Manager, and Assistant
Director. We love having her as
a staff member and your children
will love having her as a teacher.
#followus to meet a member of staff
every Monday!
#FOAJonesboro #MeetMegan
#StayTuned

Love
Music?

5 Days Ago

Add a comment...

#MeetMonday

foa_jonesboro • Follow

•••
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Dance
Again
Closet

F.
A.M.E
Fine Arts and Me

F u n ky

Don’t want
to join?

Let’s
Get
Messy!

#Create

Tr un k s
#GetInvolved

45 likes
5 Days Ago

Add a comment...

Don’t want
to join?

DONATE

Post

foa_jonesboro Don’t want to
join? #DONATE While we always
appreciate volunteers, we still
need your help to make what
we do possible. Donate today
at foajonesboro.org/giving/
make-a-donation/ Thank you for
#MakingADifference
#BundlesForBallerinas
#AssetsForArtists
#SilverForTheStage
#MoneyForMusicians

DONATE

NOW

Summer registration
is now open!

45 likes

#MeetMonday

The Time
is

Post
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